
Dear Parents and Carers, 
 
As restrictions have eased this term, it has 
allowed us to open up the school fully and 
to start doing activities once again that 
are so important for the pupils’ personal 
development. This term we have had an 
abundance of enrichment that has 
included: a climate change crosscurricular 
day; a return to assemblies, including how 
to keep safe on line and appropriate use 
of social media; there have been trips to 
Selsdon Park Hotel; a residential to the 
new forest for the sixth form and we are 
finishing the term with a wonderful art exhibition in the school hall. Additionally, we have 
welcomed back the Dame Kelly Holmes Trust athletes, who have started pupil leadership 
programmes, and last week we had the most incredible Sports Day that will live long in the 
memory for all pupils and staff after last year’s cancellation.  
 
The outpouring of excitement and emotion shown by the pupils (and staff) on Sports Day 
was unlike anything I have seen in my time in education and was incredibly heart-warming. 
Covid-19 has cruelly denied children so much over the past 18 months, yet despite this, 
Glebe pupils have remained incredibly resilient and understanding. The line ‘If you can wait 
and not be tired by waiting’ from Rudyard Kipling’s poem IF comes to mind when thinking 
about how patient and truly amazing the pupils have been.  
 
Thursday 22nd is officially the last day of term but like many schools across the country we 
will remain incredibly busy during the summer holidays. During August, we will be running 
a summer school for the new year7 pupils to help them transition for September, and we 
will be having the school multi use games area resurfaced. There are also several room 
refurbishments, including a much needed update for the school library. I am also delighted 
to inform you that we have been successful in our Condition Improvement Fund bid to 
improve areas of school safety and security. We have been awarded over £200,000 which 
will fund new school fencing, gateway entrances and the main reception area. Work will 
commence in the holiday and will continue, out of term time, throughout the next 
academic year.   
 



In other school news, I am delighted to announce that from next term we have new 
caterers. Independent Catering are a highly reputable company that will provide a variety 
of tasty lunch options that are healthy, substantial and nutritious.  
 
As always, I must take a moment to say a special thank you to all of the Glebe staff for 
working so incredibly hard once again this academic year and for leading the school 
through the most challenging of times. This gratitude is especially extended to the School 
Business Manager, Sara Wilcox, who leaves us to start a new chapter in her career within 
the civil service. Sara has been instrumental in driving change within the school whilst 
being responsible for keeping us safely operating throughout the pandemic. Sara’s 
contribution is immeasurable and she will be sadly missed by all of us. Additionally, we say 
goodbye to Mrs Reyburn, Speech and Language Therapist and Mr Parmar, Head of ICT. We 
thank them both for their service to the school. 
 
Come September, we intend to return to normal school operation including all pupils 
returning to wearing school uniform. However, as I said in my letter last week, this is 
subject to change and dependent on Government COVID-19 updates over the summer. 
Should there be any changes, I will write to you before the start of term. 
 
 
Until then, I wish you all a very relaxing and enjoyable summer with family and friends. 
 
Best Wishes, 
 
 
 
Ian Travis 
Headteacher 



END OF SUMMER TERM:    Thursday 22nd July at 3.15pm 

 
        SUMMER HOLIDAYS 

 

 

 

 

Due to Covid testing upon our initial return to school, a staggered start is necessary this 

academic year. Please see the letter from Mr. Travis dated 16th July for more detailed 

information - this can be found on our website under the News & Events tab, under Letters, or 

click here. 

 

START OF AUTUMN TERM:    

 

Years 7, 11, The Den and 6th Form   FRIDAY 3rd September 

      

Years 8, 9 and 10      MONDAY 6th September 
         

 

 

HALF TERM:      Monday 18th October - Friday 29th October 

 

END OF AUTUMN TERM:    WEDNESDAY 15th December 

 

 

 

NEW CHOICES EVENING   TUESDAY 14th September 

Years 9 –14       5.30 - 7pm 
An opportunity for parents/carers and students from years 9 -14 to gather valuable information from 
prospective further education colleges and also agencies that support our young people and the families. 

https://www.glebe.bromley.sch.uk/news-and-events/letters/


 
We continue to promote the welfare of all pupils at Glebe, providing an environment 
within school which helps them to feel safe, secure and respected; where they are 
encouraged to talk openly with a trusted adult should they have any concerns or worries. A 
number of interventions have taken place during the summer term to support pupil safety, 
well-being, resilience and self-esteem following lockdown. 
 
 

Safeguarding Assemblies 
A School Community Police Officer from the Metropolitan Police visited the school on 
Monday 28th June, to deliver assemblies to Years 7-10.  Topics included How to look after 
yourself and Online safety social media, around dangers such as online grooming and how 
to manage any forms of cyber-bullying or thoughts of self-harm. Pupils were also informed 
about keeping safe in the community and the importance of not sharing private data with 
anyone, particularly those that they do not know.  
 
 

Pastoral Team 
Support by our Pastoral Team has continued with:  
 The provision of emotional support, anger management and mentoring for suitable 

behaviours at school and within the local community 
 Restorative Approach meetings have taken place to support pupil understanding of 

friendships and relationships 
 Behaviour Assemblies, to remind pupils of behaviour expectations post-lockdown and to 

introduce the new Behaviour Level system which will support pupils in managing their 
own behaviour whilst in school 

 Finally, Food Bank vouchers have continued to be distributed to support our families 
during these challenging times 

 
 

E-Safety during the Summer Holidays 
In order to support pupils and parents who have or may experience issues online over the 
summer holidays, we have included some websites and links to help and stay abreast of 
the latest E-Safety guidance.  
Please do try to ensure that you monitor your child’s usage of the internet on web enabled 
devices. Whilst the internet is a positive resource for pupils to learn and socialise, it is 
important to be aware of the serious dangers online.  
The Breck Foundation will be visiting Glebe during the upcoming Autumn term, to speak 
with pupils about the importance of E-safety. We will also continue to educate pupils by 
embedding E-safety within the curriculum.  
Glebe School are pleased to be working towards retaining our 360 Degree Safe E-safety 
Mark which was awarded to Glebe for its high standards of E-safety.  



 

Useful Links  
 
https://www.glebe.bromley.sch.uk/parent-information/e-safety/ 
www.saferinternet.org.uk  
www.childnet.com/parents-and-carers 
 
 
 

Dame Kelly Holmes Trust: On Track to Achieve (OTTA) 
 
Year 10 pupils were selected to participate in the Dame Kelly Holmes On Track to Achieve 
for Education programme, which supports young people in leading more positive and 
healthier lives. Sessions were lead by world-class athlete and mentor Stephanie Allen. 
Stephanie is a Taekwondo athlete who first represented Great 
Britain at the age of 15 at the Junior European championships 
and later became an elite athlete representing Great Britain 
full time.  
 
The OTTA programme has provided pupils with the tools to 
improve - their health and wellbeing, team-building skills, 
how to have respectful relationships and helping to build their 
own self-esteem and resilience to cope with life. Pupils have 
also been mentored in improving motivation, focus, 
confidence, determination and resilience. The programme 
aims to support our pupils in raising their aspirations and 
expectations for future life goals and supporting their 
continued attendance in school. Well done to all pupils who have taken part! 
 

 
If you have any concerns over the Summer holidays about your young's person wellbeing, Bromley Y are 

available to help broccg.bromley@nhs.net .  You may also contact the school, awoolsey@glebe.bromley.sch.uk   

 
Mrs. Marianne Rodger-Weetman  
Senior Deputy Headteacher 
Designated Safeguard Lead 

https://www.glebe.bromley.sch.uk/parent-information/e-safety/
http://www.saferinternet.org.uk
http://www.childnet.com/parents-and-carers
mailto:broccg.bromleyy@nhs.net


Students, 
www.Kooth.com is an online service designed to support your wellbeing and is available through 

the holidays. You can speak to a counsellor via texting and they are available from 12pm to 
10pm (Mon-Fri) and 6pm to 10pm (Sat-Sun), all year round. 
If you text them outside these times they will get back to you by the next day. There is a huge 
range of things to help support you with your wellbeing available on their website.  

If you are reading the Newsletter online, hold down Ctrl + click on the picture - it will take you to the website 

If you have a concern about your child’s emotional wellbeing during 

the Summer holiday, Bromley Y are available to help. 
 

broccg.bromley@nhs.net 
 

Alternatively you may contact the school 

pastoral2@glebe.bromley.sch.uk 
awoolsey@glebe.bromley.sch.uk 

The programme is running for the first time in Bromley this 
summer, and provides free holiday club places, enrichment activities and healthy meals for any child who 
is eligible for Free School Meals (FSM) at a variety of locations across the local area. 
 

Booking information, activities and locations can be found on Bromley’s website (search HAF) or by 
clicking HERE 

Families eligible to receive support under the Government's Covid Local Support Grant will receive 
supermarket vouchers for the Summer holidays in the next few days.  These will be emailed to the 
primary email address held on record by the school. 

Bromley Y are also offering free monthly webinars. Please click on the links for more details. 
 

For PARENTS 
Helping your child with fears and worries 

 
For STUDENTS 

Understanding Anxiety, Understanding Worry, Understanding Low Mood 
 

http://www.kooth.com
http://www.kooth.com/
https://www.bromley.gov.uk/info/643/young_peoples_organised_activities/1539/holiday_activities_and_food_programme
https://www.bromley.gov.uk/info/643/young_peoples_organised_activities/1539/holiday_activities_and_food_programme
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EwiOa7hA1fkixd-8bDPoQ3sDrk7QPA2j/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-4NBIsLjV4akoQLnVRSzjM3c5U43-GxI/view?usp=sharing


This term we conducted both Student and Parent surveys, highlights of which are detailed below: 

In January, the Government recognised that due to the Pandemic, it was not possible or fair for exams to go ahead this 
summer as normal. Instead, as you are aware, this year we are using Teacher Assessed Grades. All schools nationally have 
been required to follow strict guidelines and are currently being Quality Assured. Glebe has submitted work requested by the 
exam boards and we await confirmation of student grades. 
  
Our students have worked incredibly hard to complete as much coursework as possible, and teachers have awarded grades 
based on this evidence. A huge thank you to all the teachers for their hard work and dedication, making sure our students 
achieve the best they possibly can.  





We had a very special visitor to the Quad this term - a duck decided 
to make our pond her home and built a nest, where she hatched 9 
ducklings! 
Unfortunately, although our pond is lovely, it was not the best place 
for them as there is not enough shelter. It is usually illegal to move a 
duck’s nest; however, we were given special permission by the 
RSPCA to relocate them on this occasion. 
Miss Kane’s father built us an incredible Duck House to transport 
them in, and eventually, with some serious perseverance and lots of 
encouragement, Mrs. Francis and Mr. Cleverly managed to 
persuade both mother duck and all her ducklings into the House! 
Mr. Halpin and Mrs. O’Hare then relocated them all to Keston Pond; 
if you go down there you might spot them! Well done to the 
Duckling Relocation Team! 

Alongside our wild visitors, at about the same 
time we welcomed some duck eggs into Miss 
Kane’s classroom! An annual event now, we 
get to watch the incubation process and look 
after the new ducklings for a week once they 
have hatched. Four eggs hatched this year, 
with three yellow and one brown duckling. We 
used non-toxic ink to mark the yellow ones so 
that we could tell them apart! 
A fantastic opportunity for our students to 
learn about the cycle of life as well as a chance 
to relax and socialise with others whilst caring 
for the ducklings.  



On Tuesday 29th June, we had our Cross Curricular Day - this year's theme was Climate Change. The normal 
timetable was abandoned and instead, each Year group worked together to look at how climate change is affecting 
the world we live in and what we can do to try and help. We are privileged to say that we were also part of the very 
first Schools Climate Summit, an event involving schools across the country. Due to restrictions this was held 
virtually, but a short pre-recorded video was shown highlighting what we would be doing on the day, and we were 
the ones chosen to introduce the Summit. There were some absolutely incredible activities going on across the 
school - there were too many to mention in one go, so read on to see what each year group got up to! 

Year 7 held a banquet down in our Wild Area, to highlight the issues of food waste and responsible sourcing. They 

spent the morning preparing some of the food (including decorating an incredible cake!), making the décor 
(placemats, wildflower table decorations etc.), and creating/delivering invitations. In the afternoon, student’s took 
their seats and were served like royalty by the teachers! Emphasis was placed on not taking more than you could 
manage and what we would do with any leftovers. There was also an amazing musical interlude courtesy of 
Mouadh, Louis and Darren.  A big thank you as well to the staff who made some of the amazing food! 



Year 8 made, amongst other things, beautiful 
compostable gardens, which will hopefully soon 
grow cress and various other herbs.  They looked 
at mental wellbeing and tried their hand at 
meditation and making their own glitter 
mesmerisers. They also learned about various 
animal species, where they got to meet some 
special guests! Everyone interacted with the 
animals, even if they weren’t particularly sure of 
them, which showed amazing courage! 

Year 9 worked on the water cycle, creating their own 
miniature climates in a bag! They taped them to a window 
where heat caused evaporation, leading to condensation 
(otherwise known as rain!), which trickled down into the ’sea’ 
to start the cycle again. They created brilliant artwork that 
focussed on water conservation and made music to educate 
others through their lyrics. They looked at water availability 
and how lucky we are here to have unlimited access to it - 
they tried their hand at carrying water buckets on their heads 
(with multi-coloured balls standing in for water) so that they 
could appreciate how hard it is for those people in poorer 
nations who are not as lucky as we are. 



Year 10 went Eco-fashion mad - designing T-shirts 
and tie-dying their own with natural dyes. They 
also learnt about the impact of food on climate 
change and what they could do to help slow this 
down. They made pasta dishes and fruit cake 
using only locally sourced ingredients. It all looked 
amazing! They looked at recycling and upcycled a 
plethora of bits and bobs into fantastic candle 
holders, photo frames and decorative objects. 
They also looked at energy consumption and how 
much we waste on a daily basis without realising 
it, then they measured their own energy output 
whilst doing various activities to see how much 
energy they could generate - they managed 
enough to power an XBox for three whole days! 

The Den undertook a number of wildlife projects, including 
making Butterfly feeders for the flowerbeds and building a 
wild area in the front orchard  for their newly constructed 
bug hotel! They also had some great face-painting done! 



This term saw the return of Sports Day! The ongoing pandemic meant that unfortunately last year it had to be 
cancelled, much to everyone’s disappointment. However, the easing of restrictions meant that we could once again 
hold a brilliant day of sport, competition and comradery.  
This year saw the creation of a new team colour - Yellow joined Blue, Green and Red. Things were also different in 
other ways; unfortunately, we could not welcome parents/carers into the grounds to spectate, and had to keep 
everyone separated in their year bubbles. However, any worry that this would dampen enthusiasm was quickly 
wiped away; all the students supported each other with gusto, regardless of team colours or where they were in 
the stadium, creating a brilliant atmosphere! Everyone was absolutely amazing, but there are a few students who 
deserve special mention: 
 
 Assia El Mourtabite and Gareth Carter, who took it upon themselves to encourage students who were 

struggling in races and ran with them, all without any prompting by staff 
 Jack Rothwell, who was a fantastic assistant all day, ferrying score sheets to and from the results box, finding 

staff and students for events, and generally helping out wherever needed 
 Tre Lewis, who worked as a track marshal and ran with students who needed assistance, providing 

encouragement and support 
 
The day was a huge success and everyone did themselves proud, whether they were competing or spectating. The 
sportsmanship on show was incredible. The scores were nail bitingly close all day, with teams leapfrogging each 
other constantly, so that you never really knew who was out in front! 

In the end however, it was that took the trophy, with a narrow 2 point lead! Congratulations BLUE! 

 
More photos and a DVD will be available in September. Details to follow  next term. 





This term, engagement in English lessons has been 
excellent, with most students making good 
progress with their reading over the year despite 
the lockdowns. Students have used a range of 
enticing texts, film clips, illustrations and pictures 
to stimulate their writing of stories, instructions, 
descriptions, reports and many more styles of 
writing. The continued development of grammar 
and literary techniques are having a huge impact 
on the student’s writing thus making it engaging 
for the reader.   
Tutor Time has focussed on books to help foster a 
love of reading and to develop our students’ literary skills. We have 
particularly noticed that the students are making comparisons 
across the texts, relating to the characters and settings; this helps 
establish higher-level thinking skills, improves their comprehension 
and helps with their retention of the story. Classes were also asked 
to write their own poetry, using the poem Me by Swapna Haddow 
from ‘The Book of Hope’ as inspiration. 
Although the Year 11 exams have not been able to take place, this 
term we saw them producing coursework to be proud of.  We want 
to wish all of them all the best with their results in their iGCSE’s and 
Entry Level . The English team would like to thank you for all your 
support this year and hope you all have a wonderful summer 
holiday. 

This summer term, there were some fluffy additions to the Maths 
department in the form of ducklings! We were able to successfully 
hatch 4 ducklings in Miss Kane’s classroom and had great fun 
playing with, and of course, learning with them! Every day, we 
would track each ducklings’ mass and height, and used this to 
create different graphs.  We used our understanding of estimation 
to make predictions about how much the ducklings would grow 
each day. We also created a duckling obstacle course around the 
classroom where we measured the distance travelled and time 
taken for each duckling to finish!   
Year 10s have been working on different STEM investigations and 
problem-solving skills this term, culminating in an afternoon of 
building 3D shapes and towers from spaghetti and marshmallows. 
Students worked in groups to find the strongest 3D shape that 
would support a tower structure, and then worked tirelessly to 
build the tallest one they could using spaghetti and marshmallows! 
A frustrating task at times, however the resilience and commitment 
to the task was present in every student in the room. 



Like other subjects, the summer term started with a bang for our GCSE year 11 
pupils who worked harder than ever to complete the work for their Teacher 
Assisted Grades portfolio. They showed so much maturity, dedication, and 
resilience over these difficult weeks; we were so very proud of them. The other 
year groups have also shown excellence in their first full term back, embracing 
their work with focus and enthusiasm. We were able to move outside the 
classroom with the Year 10 astronomy class designing a landing craft that could 
protect a raw egg cargo from a 40-foot drop! Year 8 investigated food chains 
within our quad, whilst year 7s relished being back in the lab and showed great 
maturity carrying out the tests for key nutrients. Year 9 complemented their cross-
curricular work on sustainability by learning about Human Impact on Biodiversity.  

We have had a productive and enjoyable term in the 
music department. The students have continued to 
delight me with the contributions they make to lessons. 
In year 7 we have been learning about music connected 
to rivers and water in general. We have been listening 
to Programme music (music composed to create an 
intended effect) and comparing different styles; 
deciding which pieces sound most like rivers or water. 
The students have also been reading from graphic 
scores to be able to create their own river or water 
music and we have also been singing songs that 
describe the journey of a river. 
In year 8 students have been exploring traditional Indian 
music. They have learnt about the different instruments 
used and how these instruments work together to 
create the very specific sound that we associate with 
this style of music. The students have composed their 
own cyclic drum patterns called Tals and have added 
musical drones and improvised using simple Indian 
ragas (scales). The students have also had the 
opportunity to try traditional Indian dance and in some 
cases have created their own routines based on known 
steps and choreography. 
Year 9 have been learning about African music. They 
have sung African songs in two parts and have been 
able to rehearse and perform a piece of drumming 
music as a whole in each class. We used word 
association to create rhythms that were taken directly 
from the names of Glebe staff, and then created a call 
and response piece layering up the different rhythmic 
patterns. Have a relaxing summer break and thank you 
for your hard work. 



Year 7 have explored different themes in the summer term including Aquatic Life, Coastal art and Mexican art, 
inspired by the sun.  They have experimented with different media and techniques including: batik, hand building in 
clay, mixed media, oil pastel and watercolour resist and relief paintings made from layers of cardboard. Year 8 have 
learned about the architect Antoni Gaudi and made sculptures of towers and chimneys inspired by his amazing 
work.  Their sculptures were made from recycled materials, mod roc, paint and decoupage. 
Year 9 have created paintings of action figures with slogans in aid of the Pride movement. Their artwork was 
inspired by the artist Keith Haring whose artwork had a social or political narrative.  
Year 10 have been working on the themes of 'Close- Up' and 'Ordinary and Extraordinary' for their personal 
portfolio for GCSE Art, using a range of different media.  Their ideas were inspired by Surrealism and contemporary 
artists. The 6th form have been exploring different drawing techniques and colour theory for their BTEC. A 
technique they really enjoyed was frottage where they created drawings from different rubbings. They also  
created abstract compositions using colour theory which they painted using harmonious colours, complementary 
colours, warm and cool colours.     





This term in ICT, KS3 looked at Computer Basics. Understanding what Hardware and Software are and the role that 
they play when using a computer. Students investigated what Operating Systems are and gained familiarity with the 
most popular one – Microsoft Windows. Students worked through some of the more essential tasks, learning how 
to screenshot and annotate their work.   
Year 7 continued with Computer Basics by ensuring that they can understand where and how to save their 
documents successfully. Year 8 and 9 extended Computer Basics further by looking at Hardware in more detail. 
They were able to identify both external and internal hardware. Students were able to get hands on with hardware, 
seeing and touching the different internal parts of a PC and investigating how much they would cost to buy.   
They all finished the term by studying websites and understanding the difference between Web browsers and 
search engines as well as thinking about the audience and purpose of a website. With this in mind they created a 
website to match an audience and purpose they chose, and finally peer assessing each other's work. A very 
successful enterprise! 
In iMedia, Year 10 continued to make good progress with their coursework during their first year of study. Year 11 
should feel proud, working very hard to complete their final year’s coursework and assessments. Congratulations to 
all on a focused conclusion to what has been at times a challenging year.   

This term in Food Tech Year 7 have been focusing on the 
uses of eggs in cookery, egg production and nutrition. Year 
8 have been adapting recipes to show variations which suit 
their own taste but also meet dietary goals. Year 9 have 
worked towards their 1* Chef award by making a range of 
soups and developing their own recipe. All of years 7 - 9 
were assessed in both their practical skills (cooking a dish 
independently) and in their academic knowledge of 
cooking with a written exam. 
Year 10 and 6th form BTEC Home Cooking Skills students 
have completed 3 practical assignments, evaluated what 
they have gained from the course so far and debated how 
they can pass on information about home cooking to 
others. 
Year 10 Hospitality and Catering students have completed 
their evidence for their exams, which culminated in a trip 
to The Selsdon Park Hotel where we had a tour, a talk and 
an amazing Afternoon Tea! We wish them luck for their 
results for Unit 1 in August. Year 11 students completed 
their practical exam and coursework for unit 2 and we also 
wish them luck for their results in August. 
We wish everyone a restful summer but encourage you all 
to keep cooking! 



In Drama this term, students have enjoyed exploring the 

design aspect of the subject. They have researched, cast 

and designed a production of their choice. Students 

explored how a production is produced and how both 

performance and non-performance roles work together 

in this process. Now back at school, students in year 7-8 

are continuing to understand how design elements 

contribute to a live performance of The Wind in the 

Willows. Year 9 students have begun their Bronze Arts 

Award qualification which should be completed by the 

end of the year. Year 10 and Sixth form students are 

working on their BTEC qualifications both practically and 

through coursework. Year 11’s are so close to the end of 

their NCFE course and are just finishing up their 

coursework. I am incredibly proud of the amount of hard 

work and dedication they have put in during lockdown 

and the way they have all settled back in to the subject 

now back. They are all going from strength to strength 

and I look forward to the work they are going to create 

this coming term.  

Again I would like to send a huge thank you to all the students for their commitment and interest in History over 
the past term. The students have amazed me with their resilience and hard work. It has been a difficult year but 
the Glebe students have not let that faze them and have approached the subjects we have covered with an 
eagerness to learn which is impressive. The Year 7s have been learning about the rule of William the Conqueror 
and the plague known as the ‘Black Death’. Year 8 has been learning about ‘Bloody Mary’ whilst Year 9 have been 
looking at European Imperialism and its effect on Africa. They have also been looking at how the actions of 
countries in the past have repercussions in our modern world. Year 10 students have been learning about the Rise 
of the Nazi’s in preparation for future exams next year. Finally, I would like to offer a heartfelt thank you to my 
Year 11 students who have worked so unbelievably hard over the past few months and have attended so many 
revision sessions that they must have gotten sick of the sight of me! They have done all this incredibly without any 
complaint and have remained positive throughout. THANK YOU SO MUCH – all of you! I hope you have a wonderful 
Summer holiday and I look forward to seeing at the start of the school year in September.  

This was an exciting term for Proyecto Perú. We gained a new staff member, Mrs Kimbembe, who is replacing Mrs 
Vollar whilst she is on maternity leave. Year 7 students have helped co-write Chapters Three, Four and Five of our 
audio-story, The Magical Orange Doorway. They have been working on Spanish words and Hispanic culture in MFL; 
ideas of friendship, equality and diversity in RE; and becoming researchers of place in 
geography. As a result, they have created amazing characters, scenarios and plot twists.  
Chapter Three is now available to listen here: http://www.magicalorangedoorway.co.uk/
listen.html with Chapter 4 and 5 available very soon. And just before she left, Mrs Vollar 
translated Chapter One into Spanish so that children in the refuge in Lima, Perú can 
listen to it too as part of our joint project. If you speak Spanish, you can listen to it on the 
same link. 
 

http://www.magicalorangedoorway.co.uk/listen.html
http://www.magicalorangedoorway.co.uk/listen.html


The Den have been very busy this term! The 
focus in Geography has been sustainability and 
the Den collectively signed up to the Blue Peter 
Green Pledge. We have been busy transforming 
the Orchard area by planting wild flower seeds 
and have spent the term learning about the life 
cycle of plants. On our cross curricular 
‘Sustainability Day’ we undertook a number of 
projects including making Butterfly feeders for 
the flowerbeds and building a wild area 
including a bug hotel. For all their hard work, 
the children were awarded the highly coveted 
Green Blue Peter badge at a special assembly. 
The children also awarded a Blue Peter badge to 
our Glebe Green Hero, Mrs Francis! 

Rounding off our Summer term, we visited 
Sparrows Den where we played crazy golf and 
football golf before walking all the way back to 
school!  

In PE this term, Ellis Pinn and Amelie Sheehan-Banks both represented Kent in cricket! Both have been attending 
the Super 1s Cricket sessions at the Old Wilsonians Sports Club. Amelie has played in a 'soft ball' match and Ellis has 
played in both 'soft' and 'hard' ball matches. Both have worked exceptionally hard and are now official Kent 
players! Congratulations Ellis and Amelie. The Super 1s Cricket club is still running every Tuesday at the Old 
Wilsonian's Cricket Club for those who wish to join.  
 
A group of students from Year 8 have taken part in a project run by the Change Foundation, learning how to fence! 
The group have had sessions once a week with professional coaches and learned the basic skills of fencing and 
officiating so that they can run and referee matches themselves. The coaches are so pleased with how hard they've 
worked that they are hoping to hold a tournament with other schools! Well done to all those students involved! 

Ava A 
Ella 

Josh MB 
Jack T 
John L 

Nehemiah 
Luca 

Michael P 
Theo 
Harry 
Ray 

Camron L 



This term in PSHE our year 7, 8 & 9s have been learning how to save lives; from 
practising basic first aid to bandaging, and even learning CPR with our new 
school’s CPR kit from the British Heart Foundation.  Our 10s and y11s have been 
busy with coursework for their Entry Level/BTEC qualifications but have also 
completed the British Red Cross First Aid online learning course. Lots of 
certificates for achievements and progress in First Aid will be given out by Head 
of Years soon.   

Year 11 students have done incredibly well in DT this term, working extremely hard to gain as much evidence 
towards their teacher assessed grades as possible. Unfortunately, due to COVID, students were not able to create 
prototypes of their design ideas, which I know is something they were really looking forward to. Despite this, 
students were not deterred from giving the subject their all and producing some incredible work. I look back at 
this year among all the year groups with pride, observing students dealing with the tough situation with such 
resilience and tenacity. Well done to all those students involved. To pick a few star performers this year is 
difficult, but I would like to mention a couple. Lily M in Year 7, for always helping other students and showing a 
great deal of patience and empathy for those around her. Anjum, for showing some incredible ability with her 
sketching skills, a true talent. Tilly, with her compassion for others and for never giving up when she finds things 
difficult. Tre and Tim, for their excellent design ideas and enthusiasm for DT. There are far too many incredible 
students to mention every star, but well done to everyone. 



This term, all Sixth Form has been able to talk about is The Residential Trip!  Finally, the time came for us to spend 
a week at Ferny Croft Scout Centre in the New Forest where we took part in activities such as climbing, kayaking 
and rifle shooting as well as day trips out to Paulton’s Park and Boscombe Beach.  In the evenings, competitions 
ranged from mini golf, aeroball, scavenger hunts and even a water fight before enjoying BBQs and homemade 
pizzas, and campfires with marshmallows as the sun went down.  After dark we went for a spooky night walk and 
set up an outdoor cinema to celebrate our last evening.  Having written it down I’m not sure how we had time to 
fit it all in!  Students worked together beautifully across the week showing real care and understanding of each 
other, and staff are so proud of the attitudes shown with students getting stuck in to all activities as well as the 
resilience and determination towards independence!  The trip was an amazing celebration of the hard work that 
students have given towards their formal assessments which they also completed this term, and a great 
opportunity to form memories with each other. 
The end of the year of course also means transition; our Year 12 and transitioning Year 11 students have worked 
with the NCS Palace for Life on a bespoke project building relationships and teams with and between our existing 
and new students.  They also took a tour of Selhurst Park, Crystal Palace FC’s training ground, and organised a 
social action project gathering a whole-school donation to FoodCycle at Norwood Junction, who prepare meals in 
the local community to those who need it most. 
While the Year 12s pioneered for social action, Year 13s took part in cross-curricular activities, also building on 
teamwork and learning new skills.  Using a range of techniques from tie dye, print screen and vinyl cutting, they 
have prepared customised Sixth Form t-shirts for Sports Day – there will be no mistaking us!  They also visited 
Greenwich Fire Station where they delivered well-earned treats and learnt about the physical demands, trust and 
teamwork that it takes to be part of the London Fire Service. 
Whilst this is an exciting time for our new cohort, transition also means that we said goodbye to our leavers.  We 
celebrated their time with us with a day of celebrations, from a performance by our Performing Arts option to 
personalised hoodies and t-shirt signing. We will miss this lovely bunch dearly but wish them all the best on their 
next adventures! 



Congratulations to our Jack Petchey Winners this last term. These students have been awarded this 
prestigious achievement award in recognition of their hard work, motivation and going above and 
beyond. Each student receives £250 from the Jack Petchey foundation, to be spent in any area of the 
curriculum that they want to support.  

APRIL 
Heidi, Year 11 

 

For  her quiet determination 
to succeed in everything she 

does. 

The Bromley Road Safety Education Team presented workshops on pedestrian skills and road safety 
awareness to our year 7, 9 and 11s this term. An annual workshop that reinforces valuable life skills, all 
students participated and enjoyed the sessions. 

Leah in year 11 managed to do her work 
placement amid Covid restrictions at 
Branching Out, a florists in Elmers End. 
Not only did she receive a fantastic report, 
they were so impressed that they offered 
her a part-time job, starting immediately. 
Blooming brilliant, well done Leah!  

MAY 
Alfie, Year 10 

 

For his excellent attitude 
and focus on his learning 

and the school community. 

JUNE 
Nehemiah, Year 8 

 

For always striving to do 
his very best. He has 
worked hard on his 

positivity and is always 
polite & kind. 



Congratulations to the amazing young people who were chosen to be next year's Peer Mentors for Year 7 
and The Den. The candidates had go go through a formal interview process, submitting an application, 
obtaining recommendations and attending interview. Some mentors will act as Den mentors and the 
others will be year 7 mentors. They will be supporting students by helping in lessons and during social 
times. The Den mentors will be acquiring mentoring hours throughout year 10 /11 to earn a qualification 
in Mentoring. Well done to these dedicated and motivated pupils! 

Unfortunately, due to Covid restrictions, this year we were unable to hold our annual Record of 
Achievement evening for our Year 11 Leavers. A time where we usually come together to celebrate all the 
things they have achieved over their school careers, and to say goodbye, this year they went on a year 
group trip instead. 
They went to play Laser Tag, and it was a huge success. Students really enjoyed the day and the pizza 
after was a big bonus. It was so nice to be able to reward the students for all their hard work this year. We 
also handed out the Record of Achievement folders for those that were present. There were lots of teary 
eyes from both staff and students in what was an emotional farewell. We will make arrangements with 
the remaining students to collect their folders at a later date. 
 
We wish the year 11’s all the best for the future. 
 
Mr. Hamblin 
Head or Year 11 

The Den 
 

Abbie 
Assia 
Andy 
Liam 

Year 7 
 

Ellis 
Emmanuella 

Lily 
Tilly   



We can only dispense medication that is sent to the school in its original package and with a 
permission slip completed by parents/carers.  This is on the website under the ‘resources’ tab. Your 
help in these areas is appreciated.   
 
If your child  suffers vomiting or diarrhoea then they must not return to school for 48 hours after the last 
bout. 
 
 
 

 

Please remember that devices are not allowed to be used in school as this detracts from students’ 
learning and results in behaviour and safeguarding incidences.  

We appreciate that pupils should be allowed to carry phones to and from school for their safety, however 
when they return for the new academic year, pupils should ensure that their phones are kept turned off 
within their bags for the duration of the school day or are handed into the school office. As has previously 
been communicated, students who do bring in mobile phones, do so at their own risk. 

Any phones which are seen will be confiscated and taken to the school office, for collection at the end 
of the school day. Should this be repeated, phones/electronic devices must be handed in upon arrival to 
school and remain in the office until 3.15 pm.  

Should you need to contact your child during the school day, please contact the main office and a message 
will be passed on to your child. 

Messages should be given through the school office. 

If your child is absent from school for any reason, please remember that you must call the school office 

before 9am to report it. This must be done every day that they are absent. If you call outside school 

hours, please leave a message on the answering machine. 

Can I please remind parents/carers that the cost of school meals for the Autumn term is £2.40 per day;  
£12 per week. This should be paid at the beginning of each week, in an envelope with your child’s name and 
tutor group.  
 
If you would like to pay for the next half-term (Sept - Oct) the cost will be £74.40 (31 days). 
The cost for the following half-term (Nov - Dec) will be £79.20 (33 days). 
 
The menu can also be found on our website: https://glebe.bromley.sch.uk/parent-information/lunches/ 

 Any type of fizzy or energy drinks 
 Chewing gum 
 Aerosol sprays (perfume, spray deodorants etc. Roll-on/sticks are allowed. This is because the 

fumes can adversely affect some students with medical issues) 

https://glebe.bromley.sch.uk/parent-information/lunches/


Please be mindful of social media over the holiday period. Always make sure you are aware of who your 
child is talking to online and we would advise all students not to be a part of any group chats on apps such 
as WhatsApp, Instagram, Facebook, TikTok or Twitter. For more information on keeping safe online, visit  

thinkuknow.com 

Can I please remind parents/carers of the need for school uniform. It is a requirement for all students up 
to and including Y11 and our simple requirements are set out below.  We can avoid a negative start to the 
day for students if parents/carers ensure that students leave for school appropriately dressed. Your 
co-operation with this is appreciated. 
 

 Plain navy blue cardigan, jumper or sweatshirt (without logos) 

 Plain white or pale blue shirt/blouse (without logos) 

 Grey/black trousers or skirt 

 Black shoes (not trainers) 
 

Can I urge that all items of clothing are marked or labelled with your child’s name. We amass a huge 
amount of items by the end of term that we are unable to return to their rightful owner. After two terms, 
unclaimed items are given to charity. 

We are always grateful to receive uniform that your child may have outgrown to pass on to other families. 
If you have anything that is no longer of use to your child then we would be happy to receive it. 

Parental Controls 
Consider setting up parental 
controls on your Wi-Fi. You 

can block access to 
inappropriate content and set 

time limits.  
 

Ask For Access  
If you’re concerned about 
something happening or 

want to take a look at the 
games and apps they are 
on, ask them to allow you 

access to the phone. 

Sleep Comes First 

We advise that phones or tablets 
stay out of the bedroom overnight 
to charge. This avoids night time 

distractions. 

Limit Screen Time 

Agree a time limit or number of 
games beforehand, to avoid 

repeated disagreements around 
how long they can spend online. 

Have A Conversation 

Speak with your child about 
the types of things they are 
doing online, and create a 

family agreement to set out 
expected behaviour. TEAM 

Talk about staying safe online 

Explore the online world together 

Agree rules about what is ok and what is not 

Manage your family's settings and controls 

https://www.thinkuknow.co.uk/
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